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The module functionality can be divided into two principal parts: 
the fifteen channel control event recorder and the multipurpose 
full duplex AD/DA control interface.

Once powered up, the 283’s bigger timecode always reflects 
the current playhead position while the smaller one can be 
used to dial up any position prior to jumping to it. Almost all 
operations can be done in realtime during playback/recording. 
Maximum recording time is 100 minutes per slot.

To arm/disarm the particular input, turn the select rotary 
encoder and push it to toggle the status. The previously used 
channels configuration can be recalled by the last used button, 
the all button toggles the whole array.

The recording process can be activated in two ways: manually 
by pressing the record button or by the first pulse occurred on 
any armed orange input (the by pulse button engages the 
mode).

When the recording is done press the stop/play button. Notice, 
if the hold/run button led is red, the system will stop but if the 
led is green, the counter will reset to the beginning and the 
recorded material will be replaying immediately. There are two 
playback cycling modes, unidirectional and bidirectional, 
switchable by the cycle button.

The NAVIGATION system is pretty straight forward and 
stylized as an engine order telegraph. The hold/run state can 
be inverted by the gate on the corresponding banana input, the 
playback speed is also voltage controllable.



Once something is recorded (or loaded) the pulse inputs can be 
used to instantly jump on the timeline. To assign a cue point 
choose the input and hold the select rotary encoder, do the 
same to deassign. The ->| button jumps to the next assigned 
cue point.

The recorded material can be copied to any of the 80 available 
memory slots. Press the copy button, select the slot and press 
copy again or push the encoder to cancel. The loading process 
obeys the same control model. Also, from the load menu a 
selected slot can easily be cleared, just press the clr button 
and follow the on-screen instructions.

Global Parameters

Pressing copy and cycle buttons brings up the system menu. 
Push the rotary encoder to move the cursor.
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